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1. INTRODUCTIONMuh of our researh has foused on optimizing operat-ing system performane at run time by automatially ex-trating monitoring information from the OS and from thehardware, and then using that information to tune the OSaordingly. Proessor Hardware Performane Monitoring(HPM) units have been an important soure of the monitor-ing information gathered, and we have developed extensiveinfrastruture to exploit their funtionality. Spei�ally, ourhardware performane monitoring tools have the followingabilities:Fine-grained HPC Multiplexing: to overome thelimited number of hardware ounters available, we applyfast, in-kernel multiplexing of HPC groups to provide a largeset of logial ounters with aeptable auray.Online Computation of Stall Breakdown Stak: thespeulative stall breakdown feature of the PowerPC970 andPOWER5 proessors is used to attribute eah stall yleto a ause. By using our multiplexing engine we are ableto ompute the full stall breakdown stak online with verysmall overhead. We use the value of many ounters to re�neand readjust the stall breakdown online.Soure-based Data Sampling: the ontinuous datasampling feature available in POWER5 is used to sampledata aesses based on the soure from whih the data isbrought to the CPU (i.e., remote ahes, loal or remotememory).Our researh group has obtained signi�ant experieneprogramming and validating various features of the HPMunits in both IBM PowerPC970 and POWER5 proessorsover the past three years, and we have explored our OSresearh ideas on both the Linux and K42 operating sys-tems, using a diverse set of workloads as benhmarks. Thetools we have developed have been used by at least threeresearh groups at IBM's T.J. Watson Researh Lab: Con-tinuous Program Optimization (CPO) Group, K42 researhoperating system Group, and Commerial Sale Out (CSO)Group.
2. CASE STUDY: SHARING-AWARE

SCHEDULINGToday, hip multiproessing (CMP) and simultaneous mul-tithreading (SMT) tehnologies are widely employed in mostmodern miroproessors. As a result, even low end omput-ing systems and game onsoles have beome shared memorymultiproessors with L1 and L2 ahe sharing within a hip.Medium to large-sale systems will have multiple proess-ing hips and hene are e�etively SMP-CMP-SMT systemswith non-uniform data sharing overheads. Current operat-ing system shedulers do not take suh non-uniformity inahe aess osts into aount, and as a result, distributethreads aross proessors in a way that auses many unne-

essary, long-lateny ross-hip ahe aesses.Deteting sharing patterns of (software) threads automat-ially has been a hallenge. Operating systems an onlyobtain information at page granularity. To obtain �ner-granularity information, we exploit POWER5's ontinuousdata sampling feature to indiretly monitor the addressesof the ahe lines that are invalidated due to remote ahe-oherene ativities and onstrut a sharing signature foreah thread. Eah sharing signature identi�es memory re-gions where the thread is fething data from ahes on re-mote hips. We then ompare the threads' signatures witheah other to identify the threads that are atively shar-ing data and luster them aordingly into proessors thatshare L2 ahes in order to redue long-lateny ross-hipommuniations.We have implemented this sheme for the Linux Kernelrunning on an 8-way IBM POWER5 SMP-CMP-SMTmulti-proessor. For ommerial multi-threaded server workloadswe are able to eliminate most of the ross-hip ommunia-tion.
3. PROPOSALS

3.1 Precise Source-based Data SamplingIn our experiene, it is important to be able to sample datapreisely based on their soure (L2, L3, remote L2, loal andremote memory). Suh information an be used for a num-ber of OS-level optimization inluding ahe-aware shedul-ing, sharing-aware sheduling, and NUMA page plaement.We urrently use an indiret approah to get this informa-tion in POWER5, but the information obtained has quite abit of noise assoiated with it.
3.2 Memory Access TrackingWe propose (and have been studying) simple hardwaresupport to trak memory aesses more preisely.Cahe Line Level-Traking: The basi idea is to ap-ture the reuse distane of memory aesses at ahe linegranularity with low overhead. An important appliationfor ahe-line granularity reuse distane is to be able to a-urately measure the ahe needs of appliations and preditthe ontention on shared ahes in CMP systems. Currenttehniques, suh as wathpoints, have unaeptably highoverheads to be used for online performane optimization.Page Level-Traking The basi idea is to be able toaurately trak aesses to virtual pages. Having this in-formation would be of great value to a number of mem-ory management-related algorithms. Traditionally, operat-ing systems trak page aesses either by monitoring pagefaults or by periodially sanning page table entries for spe-i� bits set by hardware, but these approahes only providea oarse approximation of the true order of page aesses.
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